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Using the standard XMP color control panels in DaVinci Resolve is very
powerful, allowing you to work faster andbe more creative. Color control is

just one of many features that make DaVinci Resolve the industry standard in
digital color in a single platform. But to be able to work at the level of

perfection that youll get with DaVinci Resolves control panels, you need to
match them with as much power as they have to offer. Each of these control

panels is fully adjustable, giving you fluid, hands on control over multiple
parameters at the same time. Theres no better way to see the power of
DaVinci Resolves color control panels. With four different control panels,

multiple combinations, and infinitely variables, you can access all kinds of
fascinating color control options for any type of job. And if thats not enough,
the DaVinci Resolve control panel software makes creating your own custom
panels a snap. DaVinci Resolve has often been described as a modern day
suite of tools for the workflows of today, and this is especially true when it

comes to the color control panels. Its color controls are much more effective
than a mouse, and lets you work faster and work better. Whether its precise
color matching for an artist, color grading for a filmmaker, or working to find
exactly the right look for the right audience, there arent many better tools

than DaVinci Resolves control panels. The Resolve project color control
panels let you work faster and be more creative. Use it to control all your

creative applications at the same time, so you can more easily work
intuitively, efficiently, and more creatively than ever. Designed in

collaboration with the worlds leading colorists, all panels feature logical
layout that places the most important controls under your natural hand

positions, which allows you to work quickly. All knobs, dials and buttons are
high quality and have been custom designed to produce the perfect amount

of resistance, so you can accurately fine tune any parameter. Use the
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intuitive interface to control all your creative applications quickly, and get
more expressive color in your images more easily. This control panel can

replace the regular color workspace in Resolve 12.5 and earlier.
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Color, contrast, and clarity are three of the most important aspects of a
successful image. When grading projects, it's hard to keep the eyes-on the

entire image. Considering the size and scale of high definition TVs and
projectors, having a larger color gamut, higher contrast and sharper images
are well worth the effort. With DaVinci Resolve, you can easily change the

output gamma, gain and exposure curves right from the color page. If
necessary, you can even create custom curves for your own particular needs.

To maximize color accuracy, you should check the custom curves before
starting a grade. If your lights are too intense, or the sky too soft, you can

control color, exposure and gain to keep the image looking like it should. To
do this, simply drag the curves down to bring them to the left of the color

page or increase the curve to the right to increase the colors, decrease the
exposure or increase the gain. All of these color adjustments are stored for

use in all other panels, as well as the Raw Resolve Color Tool. While the main
focus of the DaVinci Resolve panels is for video and color grading, the

modular nature of them allows for great flexibility. The DaVinci Resolve
panels fully integrate with all desktop software built on the.NET platform.
Once you've installed them, you can start using them immediately. Once
your application is running, you can control all of your workflow without

leaving your desktop. XMP Panels are designed to be used in conjunction
with other processing workflows.With the current version, there are two
panels that are essential to any move an image into the next stage of a

workflow. The DaVinci Resolve Mini Panel is easy to store and light enough to
carry. It can be used to perform a full scan of the image and preview it in
your previewer. The DaVinci Resolve Advanced Panel is perfect for color

grading in the production environment where it can be streamed over a local
network. You can choose the output resolution, choose the output source

(SDI, IP, or ProRes) and set the frame rate and bit rate for final output.
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